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Integration of genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic data identiﬁes two
biologically distinct subtypes of invasive lobular breast cancer.
Scientiﬁc reports : 18517 : DOI : 10.1038/srep18517

Summary
Invasive lobular carcinoma (ILC) is the second most frequently occurring histological breast
cancer subtype after invasive ductal carcinoma (IDC), accounting for around 10% of all
breast cancers. The molecular processes that drive the development of ILC are still largely
unknown. We have performed a comprehensive genomic, transcriptomic and proteomic
analysis of a large ILC patient cohort and present here an integrated molecular portrait of
ILC. Mutations in CDH1 and in the PI3K pathway are the most frequent molecular alterations
in ILC. We identiﬁed two main subtypes of ILCs: (i) an immune related subtype with mRNA
up-regulation of PD-L1, PD-1 and CTLA-4 and greater sensitivity to DNA-damaging agents in
representative cell line models; (ii) a hormone related subtype, associated with Epithelial to
Mesenchymal Transition (EMT), and gain of chromosomes 1q and 8q and loss of chromosome
11q. Using the somatic mutation rate and eIF4B protein level, we identiﬁed three groups with
diﬀerent clinical outcomes, including a group with extremely good prognosis. We provide a
comprehensive overview of the molecular alterations driving ILC and have explored links
with therapy response. This molecular characterization may help to tailor treatment of ILC
through the application of speciﬁc targeted, chemo- and/or immune-therapies.
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TIPIN depletion leads to apoptosis in breast cancer cells.
Molecular oncology : 1580-98 : DOI : 10.1016/j.molonc.2015.04.010
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Summary
Triple-negative breast cancer (TNBC) is the breast cancer subgroup with the most aggressive
clinical behavior. Alternatives to conventional chemotherapy are required to improve the
survival of TNBC patients. Gene-expression analyses for diﬀerent breast cancer subtypes
revealed signiﬁcant overexpression of the Timeless-interacting protein (TIPIN), which is
involved in the stability of DNA replication forks, in the highly proliferative associated TNBC
samples. Immunohistochemistry analysis showed higher expression of TIPIN in the most
proliferative and aggressive breast cancer subtypes including TNBC, and no TIPIN expression
in healthy breast tissues. The depletion of TIPIN by RNA interference impairs the proliferation
of both human breast cancer and non-tumorigenic cell lines. However, this eﬀect may be
speciﬁcally associated with apoptosis in breast cancer cells. TIPIN silencing results in higher
levels of single-stranded DNA (ssDNA), indicative of replicative stress (RS), in TNBC
compared to non-tumorigenic cells. Upon TIPIN depletion, the speed of DNA replication fork
was signiﬁcantly decreased in all BC cells. However, TIPIN-depleted TNBC cells are unable to
ﬁre additional replication origins in response to RS and therefore undergo apoptosis. TIPIN
knockdown in TNBC cells decreases tumorigenicity in vitro and delays tumor growth in vivo.
Our ﬁndings suggest that TIPIN is important for the maintenance of DNA replication and
represents a potential treatment target for the worst prognosis associated breast cancers,
such as TNBC.
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ATM has a major role in the double-strand break repair pathway dysregulation
in sporadic breast carcinomas and is an independent prognostic marker at both
mRNA and protein levels.
British journal of cancer : 1059-66 : DOI : 10.1038/bjc.2015.60

Summary
Ataxia telangiectasia mutated (ATM) is a kinase that has a central role in the maintenance of
genomic integrity by activating cell cycle checkpoints and promoting repair of DNA doublestrand breaks (DSB). In breast cancer, a low level of ATM was correlated with poor outcome;
however, the molecular mechanism of this downregulation is still unclear.
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